SYMPPLICITY™ LAUNDRY PRO RECLAIM PRODUCTS
Reclaim

Betco SYMPLICITY™ Reclaim Powders are formulated to remove the undesirable stains and buildup that can keep linen and laundry out of service and tie up operating budget dollars. Uniquely formulated to get unusable “reject” linen back into the use. Single use portion control package for greater safety and convenience.

RECLAIM C
For Colored Linen

RECLAIM W
For White Linen

RECLAIM R
For Rust
Reclaim Powder for Color Linens.

• Restores Linen – Saves budget dollars
• Powder Concentrated – Economical, saves money
• Versatile – Treats a variety of soils and stains
• Pre-measured – Easy to use
• Formulated for colored linens

DIRECTIONS FOR USE: Always read the entire label first

• Fill washer to capacity with linen.
• Start machine and allow it to fill with hot water to low level.
• Add 1 container of RECLAIM C per 50 pounds of linen.
• Wash for 20 to 30 minutes. Drain.
• Run linen through a minimum of 3 rinses (1-hot and 2-warm water).
• Extract.
• Check final linen pH – if above 7, add additional rinse step.
• Dry in dryer.

48679-00: Cs/6 Jars
6 - 2 lb. Jars (907.2 g)/cs
Reclaim Powder for White Linens

- Restores Linen – Saves budget dollars
- Concentrated Powder – Economical, saves money
- Versatile – Treats a variety of soils and stains
- Pre-measured – Easy to use
- Formulated for whites

**DIRECTIONS FOR USE:** Always read the entire label first

- Fill washer to capacity with linen.
- Start machine and allow it to fill with hot water to low level.
- Add 1 container of RECLAIM W per 50 pounds of linen.
- Wash for 20 to 30 minutes. Drain.
- Run linen through a minimum of 3 rinses (1-hot and 2-warm water).
- Extract.
- Check final linen pH – if above 7, add additional rinse step.
- Dry in dryer.
Reclaim Powder for Rust/Tannin Linens

- Restores Linen – Saves budget dollars
- Powder Concentrated – Economical, saves money
- Versatile – Treats a variety of soils and stains
- Pre-measured – Easy to use
- Formulated for iron, rust, metallic, and tannin
- Versatile – Effective on a variety of soils

**DIRECTIONS FOR USE: Always read the entire label first**

- Fill washer to capacity with linen.
- Start machine and allow it to fill with hot water to low level.
- Add 1 container of RECLAIM R per 50 pounds of linen.
- Wash for 20 to 30 minutes. Drain.
- Run linen through a minimum of 3 rinses (1-hot and 2-warm water).
- Extract.
- Check final linen pH – if above 5, add additional rinse step.
- Dry in dryer.

48779-00: CS/ 6 Jars
6 - 1.9 lb. Jars (861.8 g)/cs.